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Please note the following policies ~

We have introduced a new policy regarding the end of bidding and appreciate
your careful review.

Auction items will be available at 9 a.m. Friday, November 10, 2017.

The auction will end at 6:00 p.m. on Saturday, November 11, 2017. Items without
a bid since 5:55 p.m. will end at that time. Books subject to active bidding will
continue to be on offer until a full five minutes has elapsed without a bid.

You may not “hold” the clipboard in order to keep it from other bidders.

Please heed the minimum opening bid and bid increments on each sheet. We
cannot honor bids that fall outside of these parameters. Your bid is considered a
binding contract.

Books failing to bring their minimum bid will be retained by the Book Fair
Foundation and will not be offered for sale at the Book Fair.

If you are not present to pay for and pick up the book at the auction’s end, we will
notify you by Tuesday, November 15th. Your prompt response is appreciated and
payment in full is expected within ten days.

If shipping is necessary it will be by insured Priority Mail and the cost is the re-
sponsibility of the buyer and will be added to the invoice. We do not charge a
handling fee. Books are boxed and will be insured for their full value.

In the event that a buyer fails to acknowledge notification of a winning bid within
three(3) days, or pay for said item within ten (10) days, the book may be sold to
another bidder, and any future bids may be subject to review or cancellation.

We endeavor to be fair and honest in our descriptions of each item, but we may
miss something. Inspection of the book is the responsibility of the buyer. Auction
sales are final.

We regret that we are unable to accept bids by telephone or online at this time.
We simply don’t have the manpower and fear that such bids are likely to be
overlooked.

Your interest is much appreciated.



Lot 1
The Red Pony John Steinbeck, Illustrated by Wesley Dennis 1945 Viking Press, New York, first
illustrated edition. War time edition. Book Condition: Fine. Slipcase Condition: good. Wesley
Dennis (illustrator). New York: Viking Press, 1945. 131 pp. Approximately 6.75 by 9.75". Card-
board slip case with paste-down label, some shelf wear and discoloration, otherwise is in very good
condition; Grey/green cloth over boards with laid down color vignette on front cover, illustrated
endpapers, all edged dyed blue, fine condition. Appears unread, bright and fresh. An uncommonly
nice copy of this lovely book. (Goldstone and Payne A9c, variant 2 - printed by Rogers-Kellopgg-
Stillson in a tan slipcase.) Eleven beautiful watercolor illustrations by Wesley Dennis are through-
out and also on the endpapers.Minimum bid $20

Lot 2
Collected Poems T.S. Eliot 1907-1935, first edition, 1936 Harcourt Brace and Company, New
York. Book condition near fine in good unclipped dustjacket. 8vo. Navy blue boards with gilt title
on spine, previous owner’s name neatly written on flyleaf. Dust jacket shows wear and minor chip-
ping along edges. Minimum bid $15

Lot 3
ForWhom the Bell Tolls, Ernest Hemingway, Charles Scribners & Sons, New York, 1940. First
edition, first printing. “A” Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. Hardcover. 8vo, oat oatmeal-colored
linen binding is tight & secure with author's signature stamped to front cover in black ink. Front
and back covers are clean and not rubbed. Some rubbing on spine. Author, title and publisher in
black ink on a red background/panel, Publisher’s brown stain to top of pages, glue used in the
original binding has caused darkening to the area of the hinges (inside of the boards and on the
endpapers. 471pp. No marks of any kind. Tightly bound and square. Minimum bid $25

Lot 4
All God’s Dangers The Life of Nate Shaw by Theodore Rosengarten 1975 Alfred A. Knopf,
New York, first edition, fifth printing. 8vo. Book in very good condition in fair to good dust jacket.
Hardcover. Brown cloth, blind embossed title on front board, gilt stamped title on spine. Deckle-
edged text. Jacket has chipping and a repaired tear. Winner National Book Award 1975. "On a
cold January morning in 1969, a young white graduate student from Massachusetts, stumbling
along the dim trail of a long-defunct radical organization of the 1930s, the Alabama Sharecropper
Union, heard that there was a survivor and went looking for him. In a rural settlement 20 miles or
so from Tuskegee in east-central Alabama he found him, the man he calls Nate Shaw, a black man,
84 years old, in full possession of every moment of his life and every facet of its meaning. . . .
Theodore Rosengarten, the student, had found a black Homer, bursting with his black Odyssey
and able to tell it with awesome intellectual power, with passion, with the almost frightening
power of memory in a man who could neither read nor write but who sensed that the substance of
his own life, and a million other black lives like his, were the very fiber of the nation's history."
H. Jack Geiger, "New York Times Book Review" " 561 pages. Minimum bid $20



Lot 5
Seven Pillars of Wisdom: a Triumph by T.E. Lawrence , 1935 Doubleday, Doran and Com-
pany, Garden City, New York, Hardcover. Quarto. Book Condition: Near Fine No dust jacket, in
original slipcase. Slipcase is in fair condition. First Edition. First trade edition, first printing, with
"First published for general circulation, 1935" on the copyright page and title page dated 1935 in
Roman numerals. In the scarce original-issue illustrated slipcase. Tan cloth binding with gilt
lettering and design on front cover and spine. Dark-brown top edge. Heavy, large, quarto-size
book. 672 pages. Illustrated with full-page b/w illustrations throughout. Book is bright, clean and
unworn, tight and square, with strong, sound hinges with no cracking. No sunning and the top
edge remains spotless and a deep brown hue. Only very slight toning to the endpapers. Unmarked,
flawless pages appearing unread. Slipcase has a partial split along the top edges and heavy
chipping on the open side. Minimum bid $35

Lot 6
Twice-Told Tales by Nathaniel Hawthorne, two-volume set, 1857 Ticknor and Fields, Boston.
Hardcover. Book Condition: Very Good. “New Edition” VG-, Hard Cover, No Dust Jacket as
issued. 8vo. 575pgs. Copyright 1851. 2 Volumes Complete. "New Edition, carefully revised by the
author". Brown cloth, gold spine lettering, embossed cover decorations. Toning on endpapers,
and spines are slightly cocked, otherwise clean and tight. Texts bright. Minimum bid $50

Lot 7
The House of Mirth by Edith Wharton , 1905 Charles Scribner, New York, First Edition, first
printing. (Scribner's colophon on publication page, and no ads). 8vo. Frontispiece and seven more
illustrations, all black and white by A.B. Wenzell. Nice shape, between good and very good. Red
cloth with gilt titles on front and spine. Deckle-edge pages. Spine is soft at head and tail, with some
discoloration. Rubbing and edgewear, but generally a very nice copy. No marks, tears or creases in
the text. Minimum bid $35

Lot 8
The Autobiography of an Ex-coloured Man by James Weldon Johnson, 1927 Garden City
Publishing. Garden City, NY, 1927. Hardcover. Book Condition: Very good condition, square and
tight. 8vo. No dust jacket. Early reprint edition. [iv], 211 pages of text. Hardcover binding in black
cloth with minor sunning to the top edge and minor wear to the extremities. Yellow stamped title
to spine. Minimum bid $25

Lot 9
Les Miserables, Victor Hugo 1878 Library Edition, Carleton, Publisher, New York. Brown buck-
ram, Quarto. No dust jacket issued. Blind stamped “Cleveland Public Library” on front board, title
and author stamped in black on spine. Condition: fair; first American edition, later printing.
Hugo's classic five-part (Fantine, Cosette, Marius, St. Denis, Jean Valjean) novel, first published in
1862, here complete in one volume. Apparent 3rd printing (1st one-volume) of the first American
edition and first English translation, first issued 1862 in five volumes, this copy copyrighted 1862
and dated 1878 [MDCCCLXXVIII] on lower main title. Binding firm, interior generally clean, ex-
cept for the endpapers which have extensive writing in red and blue pencil. From the style of the
writing, it seems that the graffito is “antiquarian” too. A very scarce version of this title.
Minimum bid $30



Lot 10
Les Miserables, Victor Hugo, 2004 Easton Press, Norwalk, CT Leather. Book Condition: Near
Fine. Collectors Edition. Quarto. This is a very attractive black leather hardcover book with beauti-
ful gilt decorations on front and back boards and spine, silk endpapers, gilded page edges, and silk
ribbon bookmark. No jacket, as issued. Part of "the 100 Greatest Books Ever Wtitten" series. This
book is solid, square and tight. The pages are bright and unmarked. No owner's plate, no names or
other writing in the book. Appears to be unread. Great edges, corners and spine ends.
Minimum bid $40.

Lot 11
The Privilege of PainMrs Leo Everett (Caroline Kane Everett) n.d., but reported elsewhere as
1920, Small, Maynard & Co, Boston. 12vo. Introduction by Kate Douglass Wiggin. Paper boards,
with lavender decoration and title on front. No title on spine. Cover is in fair condition, spine is
damaged though the book is square and tight. 18mo 105pp. Text block in lovely condition. Previ-
ous owner’s name in pen on flyleaf, and a physician’s note written on a prescription blank has
been taped inside the front cover. This little book, dealing with the life of Disabled Persons and the
psychology of Chronic Disease and Chronic Pain, is extraordinarily rare.Minimum bid $40

Lot 12
A Collection of Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual Songs suited to the Various Kinds of Chris-
tian Worship and especially designed for and adapted to the Fraternity of the Brethren Compiled
by Direction of the Annual Meeting, upon the basis of the Hymn Books formerly used by the
Brotherhood. 1882, Quinter and Brumbaugh Bros, Huntingdon, PA. Full leather bound, with title
(“The Brethren’s Hymn Book”) in gilt on the spine and blind embossed decoration front and back
covers. 557 p Very Good condition. Pencilled name on flyleaf, no other markings. Some edgewear
and light bumping. 32mo Scarce little book. This book is in the case.Minimum bid $20

Lot 13
Buletinz ov dhi Speling Reform Asoshiashun 1877-1880, privately printed 1881 St. Louis,
MO unpaginated, but 219 pp including index. 32vo. Gray cloth with bright gilt stamped title on
cover. In good condition, some handling evident. Many pages uncut from printer. Binding is tight
and square, no bumping or rubbing. Text unmarked. The bulletins of a late 19th century “spelling
reform association” written entirely in “reformed” English. Very unusual and rare little book. Lo-
cated in the case.Minimum bid is $20

Lot 14
Set of Tom Thumb Books Rand McNally & Company, New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
1949. Card Covers - Stapled. Other than a few rust stains from staples, these are in very good con-
dition, and appear to be unread. Unpaginated, approximately 20pp each. 64vo.Herman Lahann
(illustrator). Five tiny Tom Thumb Books illustrated in full color. The interior of each little book is
in fine condition and is clean and bright. Titles are The Lucky Little Puppy, Mrs. Squirrel's Busy
Day, Bill Bunny's New Home, Nursery Rhymes and Christopher's Cat. These books are located in
the case.Minimum bid $12.



Lot 15
Uncle Wiggily and the Pirates (or How the Enemy Craft of Pirate Fox was Sunk and How the
Bobcat Nearly Spoiled a Nutting Party also Uncle Wiggily and Nurse Jane Gather Mayflowers)
Howard Garis, 1940 Whitman Publishing, Racine, WI Hardcover. Book Condition: Very Good. No
Jacket First Edition of this printing and format. Illustrated boards, 6 1/4 X 7 1/4 inches, 33 pages.
Color illustrations on every page by Lang Campbell. Pages slightly yellowed, Very good+, un-
marked text. Covers show light rubbing.Minimum bid $10

Lot 16
Uncle Wiggily Plays Indian Hunter (or How Nurse Jane Thought it Very Funny to See an In-
dian Feathered Bunny and How the Fox and the Wolf Thought They Would Spoil the May Party
also How Uncle Wiggily Played the Hose on His Garden) Howard Garis, 1940 Whitman Publish-
ing, Racine, WI Hardcover. Book Condition: Very Good. No Jacket First Edition of this printing
and format. Illustrated boards, 6 1/4 X 7 1/4 inches, 33 pages. Color illustrations on every page by
Lang Campbell. Pages slightly yellowed, Very good+, unmarked text. Covers show light rubbing.
Minimum bid $10

Lot 17
Let’s Have a Farm story by Jeffrey Victor, pictures by Veronica Reed, Capitol Publishing Co.
New York 1945. Hard Cover. Book Condition: Good. Metal spiral bound pictorial boards open to
die-cut, lithographed cardboard pages that turn to form a farm. 8” by 7.5” Corners bumped and a
paste down on last (blank) page, else a nice copy. Minimum bid $10

Lot 18
Let’s Have a Store story by Jeffrey Victor, pictures by Frances Wells. Capitol Publishing Co.,
New York, 1945. Hard Cover. Book Condition: Good Metal spiral bound pictorial boards open to
die-cut, lithographed cardboard pages that turn to form a store. 8” by 7.5” Corners bumped.
Minimum bid $10

Lot 19
Johnny Jack and His Beginnings, Pearl S. Buck 1954 The John Day Co., New York. First Edi-
tion. Hardcover with dustjacket. Illustrated by Kurt Werth. Book is in near fine condition, dust
jacket is fair to good, with chipping on edges and a hole on spine of the jacket. Exceptionally clean
hardcover with green cloth boards in unclipped dust jacket, octavo, 47pp., illustrated. Binding
tight and square, text clean and unmarked. A particularly nice copy of this hard-to-find title.
Minimum bid $40

Lot 20
The Little One by Dare Wright (author of The Lonely Doll) 1959 Doubleday and Co. Garden
City, NY Stated first edition Hardcover. Book Condition: Very Good. Photographs By The Author
(illustrator). Pictorial boards clean, edges and corners rubbed. Spine solid with head and heel
rubbed; binding sound. Contents clean and bright. No dust jacket. Minimum bid $25



Lot 21
Rickie & Henri a true story by Jane Goodall Penguin Young Readers Group, 2004. Hardcover.
Quarto. Book Condition: Fine. Dust Jacket Condition: Very Good. First Edition, first printing.
Signed by Jane Goodall directly on the title page. Color illustrations by Alan Marks. Scarce to find
signed; one of Jane Goodall's beautifully children's books, the account and true story of Rickie, a
baby chimpanzee. Born in the rain forest of Central Africa, she lives with her mother happy and
safe until the day the hunters come. She is rescued, but is often lonely. This changes when she
makes an unexpected friend. [28] pages; Signed by Author.Minimum bid $25

Lot 22
A Family Album, by Rebekah Baines Johnson, with an introducation by President Lyndon
Baines Johnson, Mc-Graw-Hill New York, 1965, first edition, signed by Lyndon Johnson on half-
title page. The author was the mother of President Johnson. Illustated with photographs. 8 vo, 146
p. Brown boards with gilt-stamped title, black spine with title, author and publisher in gilt. Fine
condition. Dust jacket is in very good condition, no tears or creases, some slight chipping and
minor rubbing on the surface. It has not been price-clipped—still bears $4.95 price. Other than
LBJ’s bold signature, there are no stray marks in or on this book.Minimum bid $25

Lot 23
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, Annie Dillard, first U.S. edition, stated. Harper's Magazine Press.
Hardcover. Book condition near fine in good to very good dust jacket. Brown Cloth boards with
gilt lettering to spine. Dust Jacket shows wear to corners and chipping on top edges. Spine of DJ is
slightly age toned. Original price of 7.95 is still present, as well as date code of 0374 to bottom
corner of front flap.Minimum bid $10

Lot 24
I Am Nelona by Maud Linker 1961 Katydid Publishing, Mount Sinai, NY Grey cloth pictorial
boards with leather spine and front edge. Gilt titles stamped on spine. 8vo, fine condition. No dust
jacket, as issued. Maud Linker spent years working in a zoo, and this book details her love of ani-
mals and the life of her pet Siamese cat, Nelona. The story is told from the viewpoint of the cat. In-
cludes many illustrations throughout. Mrs. Linker wrote several other titles, “I Am Timbuctoo”
(about a Giraffe) “I Am Fa-Ling” (about another Siamese cat) and “I Am Sambo.” This book, “I
Am Nelona” is by far the most rare. Minimum bid $25

Lot 25
Catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebulae Lubos Perek , Lubos Kohoutek, Academia Publish-
ing House of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 1967, Prague. Hardcover. Quarto. Pale blue
cloth with white stamped title and authors on front board and spine. Permanently attached white
ribbon bookmark. Book condition very good, no marks, tears or stains. Book is straight and tight,
some bumping to the corners. Black and white pictorial dustjacket poor to fair with creases and
tears, but it is mostly complete—a small section is missing at the tail of the spine. 276pp 115 black
and white photo plates. We include a full page newspaper clipping which was tucked in the book,
from the November 28, 1969 New York Times: “Cameras Record the Activities of the Apollo 12 As-
tronauts on the Lunar Surface.” Very scarce.Minimum bid $35



Lot 26
Learning to See: Bringing theWorld Around You Into Your Home by Vicente Wolf. NY:
Artisan, 2002. Hardcover. Book Condition: Fine. Dust Jacket Condition: Fine. 1st Edition. First
edition, first printing (with number "1" in the printing sequence.) An examination of the work of
one of the seminal interior designers of the past quarter-century. This has been inscribed “Enjoy"
and signed by Vicente Wolf on the front endpaper. A fine copy, in fine dust jacket, and quite
scarce when signed or inscribed. Minimum bid $20

Lot 27
Sunshine Daydreams: A Grateful Dead Journal by Herb Green. 1991 San Francisco: Chron-
icle Books. Signed by Herb Green. Square 8vo, red cloth, silver gilt titles on front cover and and
spine, paper photo illustration paste down on cover, ribbon marker, full-color illustrated
diary/journal by week, with illustrated section for notes. Fine (As New). Beautiful agenda/daily
journal with photographs, prints and other ephemera having to do with the Grateful Dead, com-
piled by Herb “Herbie” Greene, an American photographer known for his photographs of the
Grateful Dead and other artists of the 1960s and 1970s. Minimum bid $20

Lot 28
The AndyWarhol Foundation for the Arts 2-Year Report 2001-2003 New York The
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts 2003. First Edition. Softcover wraps, 100cm x
100cm. A comprehensive report of the work, programs, grants, legacy, financial statements, board
member profiles, etc. from the two year period of the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts,
2001 - 2003. Illustrated with numerous art works by Andy Warhol. Fine in printed wrappers.
Minimum bid $10

Lot 29
The Pictures Generation 1974 -1984 by Douglas Eklund The Metropolitan Museum of Art /
Yale University Press, New York, NY, 2009. First edition. Hardcover in fine condition, with pris-
tine dust jacket 350 pp, 4to. Out of Print. Exhibtion catalogue published in conjuction with the ex-
hibition on view at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, from April 21 to August 2, 2009.
From the collection of the late Dayton filmmaker Jud Yalkut.Minimum bid $25

Lot 30
OehlenWilliams ’95Wexner Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
1995 (Oehlen, Albert, and Williams,Christopher.) Essays by Thomas Crow, Diedrick Diedericksen,
Timothy Martin, Stephen Melville, Friedrich Petzel. Edited by Catherine Gudis. 172pp. Illustrated
in black and white and color. 4to, orange card covers, French flaps, spine lettered in black and red.
Albert Oehlen (born 1954) is a contemporary German artist. Christopher Williams (born 1956) is
an American conceptual artist and fine art photographer. In fine condition, as new. From the col-
lection of the late Dayton filmmaker Jud YalkutMinimum Bid $25

Lot 31
Mood River, Kipnis, Jeff; Kwinter, Sanford; Oubrerie, Jose; Perlman, Chee; Johnson, Philip;
Emin, Tracey Columbus: Wexner Center for the Arts, 2002. Limited edition of softcover exhibition
catalog with bright orange plastic dustjacket, 140 pp but unpaginated, fine condition, as new, clean
and crisp, with color and black and white illustrations. From the collection of the late Dayton
filmmaker Jud Yalkut Minimum bid $35



Lot 32
Marking the Past Shaping the Present The Art of Willis “Bing” Davis by University of
Dayton Press, 2011. Exhibition catalog for exhibits at the University of Dayton and Dayton Art
Institute, signed by the artist. Edited by Judith Huacuja. Softcover wraps, Quarto, 93pp, color
plates. In very good condition, no damage noted. This lot also includes two signed and numbered
3-inch square works by Mr. Davis (76/240 and 84/240) from “Ancestral Spirit Dance #168, Piece
of the Painting Project 1993, Arts Dayton Campaign. Minimum bid $60

Lot 33
The Nixon ChroniclesMike Peters, 1976 Lorenz Press, Dayton. First edition. Softcover wraps.
Signed by Peters, with a hand drawn cartoon inside front cover. 168pp 4to. Collection of political
cartoons. Corners sharp, binding square and tight. Some ink bleed through where signed by
author.Minimum bid $20

Lot 34
Mud Pies & Silver Spoons A Cookbook, 1985 Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra, privately
printed. Condition good, some wear along the spine. First edition, second printing. Brown and
white illustrated boards, no jacket as issued. 8vo. 338 pp. Forward by Erma Bombeck, illustrated
by Mike Peters. This copy is signed by Mike Peters. Minimum bid $15

Lot 35
The Great 1913 Flood (This is How Dayton Looked After) 1973, Landfall Press, Dayton unpag.
[44pp] 1973 reproduction of booklet produced shortly after the tragic flood of 1913. 8vo. Softcover
wraps. Foxing on front cover, rust around staple binding, otherwise in very good condition. Quite
scarce.Minimum bid $15

Lot 36
Compendium of Local Civics Ohio Edition by Frank P. Sayrs. 1915 Union Supply, Wilming-
ton, OH. 18mo Brown cloth, white title and decoration on cover, white title on spine. Errata slip
pasted in. Addressses township officials, municipal corporations, county officials, board of educa-
tion and school examiners. Corners slightly bumped, head and tail of spine a little soft, spine is
faded. 87 pp plus fold out. Very scarce.Minimum bid $10

Lot 37
Purpose & Circumstance by Arthur E. Morgan, Sc.D, president of Antioch College. Printed by
Kahoe & Company, Yellow Springs, OH, 1928. 28pp, blue cloth boards, gilt-stamped title. Contains
two addresses delivered at the Commencement Exercises at Antioch College in 1927 and 1928.
Very scarce. In near fine condition, previous owner’s signature.Minimum bid $10

Lot 38
A Happy Life by Mary Davies Steele 1895, United Brethren Publishing House, Dayton. Green-
gray cloth boards with bright gilt title over cover illustration. Black stamped title on spine. In good
to very good condition, tight and square. Some wear from handling, head and tail of spine are a bit
soft. “A bright happy book by someone who has seen life largely from the quiet of an invalid’s
home. Miss Steele is known to readers of the Atlantic, the Cycle and other periodicals as the writer
of delightful essays . . . this book expresses the thought of a lifetime of happy service.” An interest-
ing little book intertwining 19th century Dayton history. Minimum bid $30



Lot 39
Archaelogical History of Ohio, The Mound Builders and Later Indians by Gerard
Fowke, 1902, Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society, privately printed by Fred Heer,
Columbus, Ohio. 8vo. Brown cloth with gilt title and decoration on spine. 760pp with index.
Illustrated with 303 photographs and line drawings. Scarce title.Minimum bid $35

Lot 40
The DaytonWomen’s Club Cook Book, compiled by the Tea Room Committee of The Dayton
Women’s Club. No date, but appears to be about 1920. Bound with metal staples and brown
waxed cord. In softcover wraps, front cover is detached. The preface is written Frances D. Houck, a
Dayton suffragette, and dedicated to Mrs. Julia Patterson Crane. A wide variety of recipes and
menus. Parts of this little book have dampstain, the back cover is marked. Still, an unusual
survivor, and rarely seen.Minimum Bid $20

Lot 41
America theWonderland: a Patriotic Festival, 1915 The Ethical Culture School, New York.
Hardcover 8vo. Grey-green laid paper boards with stamped black title on cover, no title on spine.
54pp., with photographs and sheet music. Condition is good, wear from handling to boards, and
corners bumped. Interior of book is in very nice shape, though someone has written “Spring Street
School” on one flyleaf. The Ethical Culture School opened in 1878 as a free kindergarten, founded
by Felix Adler at the age of 24. In 1880, elementary grades were added, and the school was then
called the Workingman's School. At that time, the idea that the children of the poor should be
educated was innovative. By 1890 the school's academic reputation encouraged many more
wealthy parents to seek it out, and the school was expanded to accommodate the upper-class as
well, and began charging tuition; in 1895 the name changed to "The Ethical Culture School", and
in 1903 the New York Society for Ethical Culture became its sponsor. Ethical Culture was said to
pursue social justice, racial equality, and intellectual freedom. The school and the affiliated Ethical
Culture Society were havens for secular Jews who rejected the mysticism and rituals of Judaism,
but accepted many of its ethical teachings. Additionally, because the institutionalized anti-Semi-
tism of the times established rigid quota systems against Jews in private schools, the Ethical Cul-
ture School had a disproportionately large number of Jewish students. Ethical was the only one
that did not discriminate because of race, color, or creed.” An extraordinarily rare title.
Minimum bid $30

Lot 42
The Song of the Shirt by Tom Hood, Raphael Tuck & Sons , London & NY. Hardcover. Book
Condition: Very Good. No Jacket. 1st Edition. Square slim 8vo. No date, ca.1890-1900. Not
paginated (12pp.) A lovely young Victorian seamstress laments her weary labor, poor and alone -
work-work-work! Text is in verse. Lithograph illustrations. Clean and tight, no markings.
Illustrated boards, cloth spine. Book has had endpapers professionally replaced by an artisan
bookbinder. Near very good overall.Minimum bid $15



Lot 43
The Spirit of the Ghetto by Hutchins Hapgood, 1902, Funk & Wagnalls Company, New York
and London. Hardcover. Ex-library. 8vo. Book Condition: Fair to good, front hinge is fragile, but
still intact. Page 18 has been repaired with tape many years ago, so there is browning. Ex-library,
so there are some stamps and paste downs, spine is marked. Corners bumped. Frontis illustration
loose. First Edition. Frontispiece with tissue guard, and more than 50 illustrations by Jacob
Epstein. This view of turn-of-the-century Jewish culture in New York portrays the lives of Jewish
immigrants: everyday people, intellectuals, artists, reformers, and literary figures such as
Abraham Cahn, along with the stars of Yiddish theater. A pioneering ethnographic work that
became one of the classics of literary journalism in the United States. In it Hapgood employed a
method he called "assisted biography" which blended sociology and biography with literary
journalism to present vivid portraits of the lives and work of the new immigrants.
Minimum bid $35

Lot 44
India Illustrated with Pen & Pencil Urwick, Rev. W.; revised and enlarged by Prof. Edward P.
Thwing 1891 Hurst & Co., New York, 197pp. plus index, travels in India. Hardcover. Quarto. Book
Condition: Good. No Jacket Quarto Brown cloth covered book with illustrated cover. Corners are
bumped., covers show wear and handling. Gift inscription in pencil. Gilt on all three edges.
Minimum bid $20

Lot 45
The Official Automobile Blue Book 16th Year 1916 Volume 3 New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
South East Automobile Blue Book Publishing Co., Chicago and New York, 1060pp Beautifully
rebound in blue leather, with original cover attached. Advertisements, maps, descriptions of tour
routes. Also included in this lot, a “Goodrich Diagrammatic Road Map of Virginia, West Virginia,
Delaware and Maryland 1916, a Texaco bookmark with a blue silk ribbon, two postcards from
merchants in Wilkes-Barre. Some penciled remarks on endpapers, otherwise in excellent restored
condition.Minimum bid $25

Lot 46
Lafitte of Louisiana by Mary Devereux 1902 Little Brown, Boston. Decorative Cloth. Book
Condition: Near Fine. No Jacket. Harry C. Edwards (illustrator). First Edition. This is a near fine
hardcover first edition, first printing copy in slate blue cloth with white & gold stampings, no DJ.
Previous owner's name and date of Sept 3rd, 1902 on front flyleaf.Minimum bid $10

Lot 47
Wolf Song by Harvey Fergusson, Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1927. First edition. Hard Cover.
Book Condition: Good. 8vo. No Jacket. 206pp.; purple cloth with blue and yellow title plate,
rubbed edges, spine faded, clean, tight pages. Western fiction, classic novel of the mountain man,
depicts the clash of men with nature - & men with men, describes faithfully the strengths &
weaknesses of the men who wandered the wilderness in the last years before civilization destroyed
it.Minimum bid $10



Lot 48
Tappan’s Burro and Other Stories by Zane Grey 1923 Harper Brothers New York First
Edition I-X illustrated by Charles S. Chapman and Frank Street. Condition: good to very good,
corners a bit bumped. No marks. Black cloth with gilt titles on front and spine. Paste down full-
color illustration on cover. Quarto. 253pp. Lovely collection of western fiction.Minimum bid $25

Lot 49
Otto of the Silver Hand by Howard Pyle, 1888 Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. Hardcover.
First Edition, First printing. Near fine and recently rebacked with a 1/2 medium brown leather
with gilt text stamping retaining the publisher's original green cloth covered boards with gilt text,
black, red and white designs on the front board and with new end sheets. 8vo measuring 9 by 6
3/4". (173) pages of text with 78 black and white illustrations throughout by Howard Pyle. The text
is followed by 16 pages of advertisements by the publisher. Written and illustrated by Howard
Pyle. Only 5,000 copies of the first edition were printed. Contents are fine with no
tanning or foxing.Minimum bid $40.

Lot 50
Swinburne Selected Poems 1928 Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1928. Decorative
Cloth. Book Condition: Near Fine. Dust Jacket Condition: Very Good. In slipcase, slipcase is only
fair (with splitting and chipping, but it has done its job—to protect the contents—admirably.) 1928
1st thus--with the magnificent Harry Clarke illustrations. Solid and VG, in its gilt-decorated front
panel and spine., former owner note on flyleaf, presentable copy. 8vo, 217 pgs., beautiful decora-
tive endpapers. Tissue-guarded plates, including frontispiece, by Irish stained-glass artist and
book illustrator Harry Clarke (1889 - 1931), the Dublin born leading figure in the Irish Arts and
Crafts Movement.. The pages are clean and the binding is very tight. The interior is near fine. Al-
gernon Charles Swinburne (1837 - 1909) was an English poet, playwright, novelist, and critic
known for his interest in taboo subjects and contributed to the famous Eleventh Edition of the En-
cyclopædia Britannica. Swinburne was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature every year
from 1903 to 1907 and again in 1909. H. P. Lovecraft considered Swinburne "the only real poet in
either England or America after the death of Mr. Edgar Allan Poe." Swinburne was the inspiration
for Algernon in Daniel Keyes' Flowers for Algernon. An extraordinary book.Minimum bid $125.


